
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of oracle HCM cloud.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for oracle HCM cloud

Provide insight, innovation and thought leadership to clients on the latest
thinking across the HR Cloud industry as a Subject Matter Expertise
Build capability in the local team whilst not compromising performance
Challenge clients to think commercially from a holistic organisational
perspective and not solely from a HR view point
Actively contribute to the growth of the business by identifying sales
opportunities and developing bid and marketing materials
Report on client project risks and opportunities
Offer a strong and compelling recommendations to clients around HR Apps
related matters and issues, demonstrating market expertise and building the
credibility of the UK business
Be responsible for the efficient end-to-end management of Oracle HCM
projects and programmes across diverse sectors, providing support and
leadership to multi-disciplinary team members to deliver against client
objectives and managing risk
Play a lead role in pre-sales and bid activities achieving sales and managing
revenue targets commensurate with a Senior Management grade
Develop and own senior HR and IT Management level relationships within
selected industry groups
Provide insight, innovation and thought leadership to clients on the latest
thinking across the HR Cloud industry as a Subject Matter Expert

Qualifications for oracle HCM cloud

Example of Oracle HCM Cloud Job Description
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At least 2 years experience in the completion of full life-cycle
implementations with Oracle / Cloud HCM Suite
At least basic experience with Oracle's Cloud Payroll solution
Bring working knowledge of customer business domain and/or product within
a specific industry vertical/domain
Conduct secondary research on domain/industry specific solutions
Identify key trends and forecasts in the given area of domain/industry


